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933. Kelly (Fergus): A guide to early Irish law.


Appendix 1: List of law-texts; 2: List of wisdom-texts; 3: Bibliography; 4: Guide to pronunciation. Includes Samples from the law-texts (with English translation): (1) Heptads 1, 6, 15; (2) Bretha Grólige §§30-36; (3) Críth gablach §40; (4) Selach-text; (5) Irish cases VI [Latin]; (6) Anreacht-text; (7) ‘An arcaic legal poem’; (8) Beocheth text; (9) Din techtgaid.
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Richard Firth Green, in Medium Ævum 62/1 (1993), pp. 118-120.

934. Kelly (Fergus): Early Irish farming: a study based mainly on the law-texts of the 7th and 8th centuries AD.


Appendix B: Units of measurement.

Rev. by
Máirín Ó Dhonnchadh, in CMCS 39 (Summer, 2000), pp. 86-90.
Nerys Patterson, in Speculum 74/2 (Apr., 1999), pp. 440-442.

2288. Breatnach (Liam): A companion to the Corpus iuris Hibernici.


App. 1: Concordance of the O'Carry and O'Donovan law transcripts with CHI; App. 2: Bretha Éitgid from Royal Irish Academy MS D v 2 [Text of
version A1 omitted from CHI

App. 4: From TCD MS H 3. 18 (1) [Text of legal fragments omitted from CHI]

App. 5: From TCD MS H 3. 18 (21) [Text of legal fragment omitted from CHI]

App. 6: From National Library of Ireland MS G138 [Text of a legal miscellany omitted from CHI]

App. 7: From Royal Irish Academy MS 23 Q 12 [Text of legal fragments omitted from CHI]
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Kelly (Fergus): Marriage disputes: a fragmentary Old Irish law-text.


Cis ír tanamna dochúisin la feine? Edited from Rawlinson B 506 (= CHI i 144.5-150.16), complemented by H 3. 18; with 8 facs. plates, English translation, notes, glossary, index.

Rev. by

Charlène M. ESKA, in CMCS 71 (Summer, 2016), pp. 84-85.

Breathnach (Liam) (ed.): Córús bészgnai: an Old Irish law tract on the church and society / edited by Liam BREATNACH.


Edition based on the four primary witnesses: H 2. 15a (= A), H 3. 17 (= B), H 3. 18 (= C), Rawl. B 506 (= D).

1. Introduction; 2. Normalized OIr. text without glosses; with English translation and notes; 3. Diplomatic edition of A (complete text, glosses, commentary) with English translation and notes; 4. Text of B (text and commentary, incomplete) with English translation and notes; 5. Text of C (Old Irish glossing); 6. Text of D (late Mlr. or EModIr. revision of commentary). Bibliography, Indexes.
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